A note from the FoodyDirect team
We hope you enjoy the experience and convenience
of this delicious food arriving at your door. It was prepared
for you by one of our many outstanding fulfillment partners.

Meatballs with Red Gravy

Italian Beef with Natural Gravy

STORE: Meatballs can be refrigerated and enjoyed within 2-3

STORE: Italian Beef can be stored in your refrigerator for 2-3 days

days of delivery, or can be frozen for up to 2 months in their original

after arrival, or can be frozen for up to 2 months. Defrost in your

packaging. Defrost overnight in your refrigerator before heating.

refrigerator overnight.

PREP: Remove plastic film from tray. Transfer fully thawed

PREP: Bring Juice to a Boil. Add Beef to Hot Juice, Stir for about

meatballs and red gravy into an oven-safe casserole or baking

20-30 seconds max as not to overcook the Beef.

dish with cover or foil and bake in 350°F oven for 20-25 minutes.

MAKING INTO A SANDWICH: Heat thawed French Rolls at 350°F

MAKING INTO A SANDWICH: Heat thawed French Rolls at

for 8-10 minutes or until golden brown, remove and let sit at room

350°F for 8-10 minutes or until golden brown, remove and let sit

temp for a few minutes. Slice bread ¾ the way through. Add a nice

at room temp for a few minutes. Slice bread ¾ the way through.

helping of Italian beef to each sandwich and drizzle with natural

Add 3 meatballs per sandwich and smother with Red Gravy. Add

Gravy. Add Peppers, cover with 2 Slices of Mozzarella Cheese

Peppers, cover with 2 Slices of Mozzarella Cheese and bake

and bake face-up on foil-lined baking sheet until melted, about 5-6

face-up on foil-lined baking sheet until melted, about 5-6 Minutes.

Minutes. For added flavor, reserve gravy on the side and use it on

Enjoy!

your sandwich. Enjoy!
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Deep Dish Pizza

Sausage Links with Natural Gravy

STORE: Pizzas can be stored in your refrigerator for 2-3 days after

STORE: Sausage Links can be stored in your refrigerator for 2-3

arrival, or can be frozen for up to 2 months.

days after arrival, or can be frozen for up to 2 months. Defrost in

PREP: Thaw your Pizza overnight in the refrigerator. Preheat oven

your refrigerator overnight.

to 400°F. Remove all packaging and place fully thawed Deep Dish

PREP: Bring to a Boil in the Juice and simmer for 10-12 minutes.

Pizza on a baking sheet or pizza stone. Bake pizza about

For added flavor- cook Sausage Links on a grill over medium heat

35-45 minutes (depending on your oven), or until the crust is a nice

for 8-10 minutes to achieve a nice char.

golden brown and pizza is hot throughout. Enjoy!

MAKING INTO A SANDWICH: Heat thawed French Rolls and
toast at 350°F for 8-10 minutes or until golden brown, remove

Thin Crust Pizza

and let sit at room temp for a few minutes. Slice bread ¾ the way

STORE: Pizzas can be stored in your refrigerator for 2-3 days after

through. Place Sausage on the roll. Add Peppers, some Juice, and

arrival, or can be frozen for up to 2 months.

cover with 2 Slices of Mozzarella Cheese. Bake face-up on foil-

PREP: Thaw your pizza overnight in the refrigerator. Preheat oven

lined baking sheet until melted, about 5-6 Minutes. Enjoy!

to 400°F. Remove all packaging and place the Pizza on a baking
sheet or pizza stone. Bake pizza about 12-14 minutes, or until the

French Rolls

cheese is a nice golden brown and crust is crispy and the pizza is

STORE: Store French rolls at room temperature if using within 2

hot. Enjoy!

days, otherwise store in your freezer in an air-tight bag or container.
PREP: If frozen, defrost at room temp for 1-2 hours. Pre-heat Oven

Tiramisu

to 350°F. Bake bread for 8-10 Minutes until golden brown. Remove

STORE: Tiramisu can be stored in your refrigerator for 4-5 days

and let sit at room temp for a few minutes. Then slice bread ¾ the

after arrival, or can be frozen for up to 2 months.

way through and add meat. Enjoy!

PREP: Defrost Tiramisu overnight in the refrigerator. Bartolini’s
includes a squeeze bottle of Chocolate Sauce for decorating your
Tiramisu. If you have some Cocoa Powder, sprinkle some on top
for added decoration. Enjoy!
This order was packed for you by:

QUESTIONS?

service@foodydirect.com

855-750-FOOD

